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Abstract
To repair articular cartilage (AC) defects in osteoarthritic patients, one approach is to engineer threedimensional grafts with physicochemical properties similar to endogenous AC. Such grafts can be grown
in bioreactors that provide environmental conditions favoring chondrogenesis. Studies show mechanical
stimulation during the culturing process greatly enhances development of functional engineered grafts.
A review of literature on bioreactor options reveals a lack of capacity to simultaneously stimulate cells
with a combination of shear stress and oscillating hydrostatic pressure, both of which are important
parts of the in vivo AC environment. It is hypothesized that combining both forces in a new bioreactor
design will contribute to better AC tissue growth. In this paper, we provide a brief review of bioreactors
and describe a new computer-controlled perfusion and pressurized bioreactor system, and the novelty of
its control programming features for service in a host of applications. We briefly summarize results on
synergistic effects in employing perfusion, oscillating hydrostatic pressure in a scaffold free environment
and with the addition of encapsulation for inducing chondrogenesis. We further describe efforts to
modify the newly developed system to include a continuous flow and pressurized centrifugal mode to
enhance further the capabilities for inclusion of very high shear stresses. Applications for several other
cell and tissue engineering approaches are discussed.

Introduction
Articular cartilage (AC) is a semitransparent, strong connective tissue that covers the
articulating surfaces of bones [1]. It contains a rubbery matrix with extensive amounts
of water, collagen, and proteoglycan ibers [2], and its unique structure allows it to
absorb mechanical loads while creating a near-frictionless environment in articulating
joints [3]. However, because AC is avascular and aneural, it has poor intrinsic ability
for self-repair after injury [4]. Damage to AC is progressive and leads to osteoarthritis,
a condition that affects 5 percent of the general population and 70 percent of those
over age of 65, and costs nearly $8 billion annually in health care expenses [5]. Due
to the socioeconomic and human impacts of this condition there has been a concerted
effort to develop innovative strategies to repair damaged AC. One promising approach
is the use of grafts comprised of replacement AC tissue, engineered to have properties
similar to endogenous AC.
To create such grafts a variety of in vitro culturing techniques have been investigated.
Monolayer cultures were irst. However, cell types used in AC tissue engineering (ACTE),
which most notably include articular chondrocytes (AChs) and mesenchymal stem cells
(MSCs), tend to lose their morphology and their ability to secrete extracellular matrix
(ECM) speci ic to AC when they are cultured in monolayers [6-8]. Researchers moved
to pellet and micromass culture, providing three-dimensional environments allowing
cell-to-cell interactions similar to pre-cartilage condensations found during embryonic
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development [9]. Pellet and micromass culturing have become standard procedures
for investigating the growth of engineered AC tissue. However, these techniques are
dif icult to scale up, and the small-scale tissue constructs produced cannot be applied
for the repair of cartilage defects [10]. Moreover, because mass transfer in these
approaches relies solely on diffusion, cell apoptosis occurs in the central region of the
matrix [11].
To alleviate these problems researchers have begun to develop larger-scale
bioreactors that can provide more ideal environments conducive to AC tissue growth.
This paper provides a brief review of various bioreactor systems that were previously developed for ACTE and we discuss their advantages and drawbacks. Then, we
describe a novel perfusion/pressurized bioreactor system developed by the authors to
move this technology forward and provide enhanced capacities for the development
of AC tissues. Then we brie ly discuss our efforts to modify the new perfusion/pressurized bioreactor to be run in a centrifugal mode and discuss results from previous
publications and its relevance in guiding future work.
Bioreactors for articular cartilage tissue engineering

Spinner ϐlask: In ACTE a spinner lask starts with cell-seeded scaffolds attached
to needles and suspended in culture medium agitated by a magnetic stirrer placed.
Usually 50% of the culture medium is replaced every two days [12,13] and the
procedure induces chondrogenesis in AChs, MSCs, and co-cultures of both [14]. In one
study with bovine AChs (bAChs), seeded into polyglycolid acid (PGA) scaffolds, culture
results in cartilage constructs with 70% more cells, 60% more glycosaminoglycogen
(GAG), and 125% more collagen compared to a petri dish [15]. In another, adipose
derived stem cells (ADSCs), inoculated into chitosan/gelatin hybrid hydrogels, and
secreted signi icantly more proteoglycan in a spinner lask than in a static T-75 lask,
as evidenced by stronger Alcian blue and Safranin O staining [16]. Spinner lasks also
successfully induce both chondrogenesis and osteogenesis in bone-marrow-derived
MSCs (BMSCs) [17-19]. Despite their bene its, spinner lasks can create turbulent low
and high shear stresses at construct surfaces, leading to formation of ibrous capsules
on the surface [20]. Though spinner lasks reduce external diffusion limits, they do not
provide signi icant mass transport, i.e., growth medium cannot penetrate well within
the porous network leading to signi icant cells death in the center of scaffolds [21-23].
Rotating wall vessel: Rotating wall vessels (RWV) were developed by NASA, to
protect cells from high g-forces during space-shuttle takeoffs and landings [24]. The
vessel consists of two cylinder chambers in which both inner and outer walls rotate
independently at constant angular speeds. Gas exchange is provided by a membrane.
There are two primary designs: slow turning lateral vessels (STLVs) and high aspect
ratio vessels (HARVs) [25,26]. In both, cells seeded into micro-carrier beads [27] or
porous scaffolds [28] experience three different forces: drag (Fd), centrifugal (Fc), and
gravitational (Fg). These cancel each other and keep the suspension in free-fall state.
The HARV lowers the speed necessary to keep constructs stationary and enhances gas
exchange.
In RWV, exposure to laminar low reduces the boundary layer surrounding cells
and enhances mass transfer rate. Using an RWV environment, cartilage tissue of
5 mm thickness has been grown both on Earth and on the Space Station Mir within
seven months [29]. Ohyabu and colleagues [30] used cultured rabbit BMSCs without a
scaffold, and obtained cartilaginous constructs with higher expression of GAG and Col
II compared to pellets. Human BMSCs cultured in an RWV without a scaffold, resulted
in statistically signi icantly higher concentrations of GAG and Col II compared to pellets
[31]. Yoshioka and colleagues [32] reported successful regeneration of cartilage
in osteochondral-defective Japanese white rabbits using cartilaginous constructs
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obtained from culturing BMSCs. Yoshioka and colleagues culturing human BMSCs
on a silk scaffold for 5 weeks produced 8 mm diameter by 2 mm thick cartilaginous
constructs [33].
Rotating shaft bioreactor: Rotating shaft bioreactors (RSBs) consist of a waterjacketed glass cylinder, a sealing cap assembly, and a stainless shaft on which 22-G
needles are soldered [34]. Cell-seeded scaffolds are positioned on the individual needles.
The RSB is usually oriented horizontally and then half of the reactor space is illed with
growth medium. The reactor is operated in a perfusion mode with the shaft rotation
speed maintained at a constant RPM. The rotation moves the constructs between
gas and liquid phases in an alternating fashion, which allows for gas and nutrient
exchanges. The direction of rotation (clockwise and counterclockwise) is switched
daily so that the construct grows in a uniform fashion [35]. Rat AChs incubated into
poly (L-lactide-co-glycolide) scaffolds and maintained in an RSB environment showed
closer similarity to native rat cartilage in terms of cell volume, spatial distribution,
and morphology, based on haemotoxylin and eosin staining and stained stronger for
type II collagen, when compared to samples from spinner lasks [36]. These results
seem promising, but more research needs to be done to ind the optimum rotation
speed, medium, and gas- low rate, and to compare the results against other bioreactor
environments.
Wave bioreactor: The wave bioreactor has been used for recombinant NS0 cells
for monoclonal antibody production, adenovirus production using human 293 cells,
Sf9 insect cell/baculovirus, and human 293 cells on a microcarrier [37,38]. It consists
of a sterilized plastic chamber on a mobile platform, partially illed with growth
medium and partially with gas, so up- and down movements make waves at the liquidair interface increasing mass transport through the constructs. They have been used
for producing MSCs in large quantities [39], but not yet for chondrogenesis.
Flow perfusion bioreactor: Bioreactors above are limited in ability to perfuse
medium into the scaffold core. Perfusion bioreactors consist of a chamber where
medium perfuses through the scaffold. Perfusion bioreactors decrease the inner and
outer mass-transfer boundary layers and improve cell viability [40]. Human BMSCs
seeded into chitosan scaffolds stained stronger with Toluidine Blue and Safranin O
revealing higher ECM production [41]. Ovine AChs in PGA scaffolds show 45% more
cell content [42]. BAChs seeded into poly-L-lactic acid/PGA scaffolds demonstrate a
118% increase in DNA content and 184% increase in GAG content [43]. Santoro and
colleagues [44] uniformly seeded hAChs into 50 mm diameter by 3 mm thick Hyaff-11
scaffolds, and after two weeks, obtained homogeneous cartilaginous constructs with
biochemical and mechanical properties close to native cartilage and cells and GAG
were distributed more homogenously.
Although promising results are shown [45-47], future studies are recommended to
clarify the exact underlying molecular mechanisms affected by enhancement of masstransfer. Moreover, medium low over or through newly formed cartilage constructs
may wash out ECM components and future studies should explore this. More
complicated low patterns should be investigated to obtain optimum chondrogenesis.
Shahin and colleagues [48], provide an initial investigation into this topic by seeding
hAChs into PGA scaffolds and found GAG concentration superior in the low and
gradually-increasing- low-rate alternatives.
Tubular perfusion bioreactor: The tubular perfusion bioreactors (TPBs) [49], are
easily fabricated allowing cell construct encapsulatation in tightly packed spherical
beads [50]. One study found hBMSCs encapsulated in alginate beads had 1.6 times
more cells [49]. Others found hBMSCs secrete more GAGs in the dynamic environment
of a TPB as evidenced by Alcian blue staining [51]. These advantages are likely due to
the enhancement in mass transfer caused by perfusion through and around packed
scaffolds, which also enhances shear stress. Further work should focus on TPB
effectiveness against other perfusion bioreactors.
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Hollow-ϐiber bioreactor: Hollow iber bioreactors (HFBs) showed success in
increasing human tumor-in iltrating lymphocyte cell density from initial 0.35-10 ´ 108
to 1.5-5.4 ´ 1010 total cells in 14-32 days period with 91% cell viability, decreasing
expansion time by 80% [52]. Even low distribution is obtained within each iber [53]
and extra-capillary low is supplied by shell ports. A cell-suspension medium is passed
through either the extra- or intra-capillary space to provide nutrients with cells seeded
inside [54,55], or outside of the ibers [52,56]. HFBs have been successfully used
[57-61], and in most experiments, 330 μm, 0.2 μm pore, and 150 μm wall thickness
polypropylene hollow ibers are arranged along the axis of high-purity glass tubing,
and were held in place with silicon rubber [54–58]. Potter and colleagues obtained a
cartilaginous construct with one millimeter thickness after four weeks in an HFB [57].
They are used for MSC expansion [62-65], and Li and colleagues [66,67], found 50-fold
expansion within 7 days maintaining self-renewal and multi-lineage differentiation
capacity. Nold and colleagues [68], harvested 2-58 million hBMSCs from 8-30 ml of
primary, unprocessed bone marrow aspirate maintaining surface antigen expression,
differentiation capacity, and immunosuppressive function. A shortcoming is the
gradient in both nutrients and products as a consequence of axial pressure gradients
leading to heterogeneous distribution of cells and ECM components [69]. Kim and
colleagues [61] found signi icantly higher PG content in the region near culture
medium in low (45%) as compared to the out low region (24.7%). Another concern is
the dif iculty in scaling-up to produce engineered tissue constructs thick enough for in
vivo implantation.
Parallel plate bioreactor: Parallel plate bioreactors (PPBs) irst used for the
expansion of hBMSCs for human haematopoiesis [70-74] consist often of a bottom plate
housing a glass slide or porous collagen membrane for cell attachment and growth.
When a membrane oxygenator is included, the top plate is sealed with a gas-permeable,
but liquid-impermeable membrane. Fresh medium entering spaces between the top
and bottom plates lows over cells before exiting. Where a membrane oxygenator is not
included, the top plate contains medium inlet and outlet ports [75]. Cells exposed to
luid- low-induced shear stress has lead in one study to bAChs expressing signi icantly
higher Col II (22.1±4.7%) levels compared to controls (9.5±2.3%) [76]. Others found
the Young’s moduli and ultimate strength signi icantly increased for bACh culture, i.e.
2.28 ± 0.19 MPa, compared to 1.55 ± 0.1 MPa for controls [76]. PPBs increase cell-tocell contact, but do not subject cells to adequate mechanical stimuli (besides shear),
resulting in lower rates of MSC differentiation and ECM secretion. Also, cartilaginous
constructs are too small for relevant clinical treatment.
Non-conventional bioreactors: Optimal balance between self-renewal and
differentiation is achieved when culturing in a healthy in vivo environment [77,78].
Therefore, closely mimicking the environment should be the central aim in bioreactor
design. AC tissue experiences forces 3.9 times the body weight during level walking,
and 8.0 times during downhill walking [79]. None of the conventional bioreactors
provides cells with mechanical stimulation close to these forces. Lack of mechanical
stimulation results in engineered constructs with inferior physicochemical properties
[80]. In recent years, researchers began experimenting with novel designs to provide
better mechanical stimulation.
Compressive loading appears as two types: con ined uniaxial compression in
one direction, while deformation in any other direction is prohibited; and uncon ined
compression, where constructs expand freely perpendicular to the axis of compression
[81]. Both con ined [82], and uncon ined [83], compression improve expression of
macromolecules speci ic to the ECM of AC tissue and prolonged compressive loads
decreasing release of newly-synthesized proteoglycans [84]. Since AC tissue in vivo
experiences loading between 0.5 MPa to 7.7 MPa, and compression amplitudes of more
than 13% [85,86], such bioreactors apply cyclic compression which can increase GAG
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synthesis by 100% [87]. Others use a frequency of 1 Hz and either 10% [83,88,89],
or 15% [90,91], compression to stimulate matrix protein expression and improve
compressive properties [92].
Compression is not the only mechanical force experienced by AC in vivo. During
joint loading, synovial luid is retained within the ECM because of negatively charged
proteoglycans, resulting in increased hydrostatic pressure (HP) [93]. This varies
between standard atmospheric to 10 MPa at a frequency of 1 Hz. BAChs seeded into
collagen scaffolds accumulated 3.1 times more GAG when subjected to static HP at 2.8
MPa [94]. Oscillating HP (OHP) range from 0.1 to 10 MPa at frequencies ranging from
0.01 to 1 Hz [95-99]. One study found hBMSC pellets subjected to 10 MPa OHP at 1 Hz
for 14 days expressed twice as much Col II and ACAN [100].
In its natural environment, AC does not experience any of these forces in isolation,
but rather undergoes a variety of mechanical stimulations simultaneously. The ideal
bioreactor environment is one that applies multiple types of force to developing
cultures. Seidel and colleagues [101] combined the forces associated with perfusion
with mechanical stimulation (uncon ined compression, with a strain amplitude of 5%,
and frequency of 0.3 Hz), obtaining increased GAG deposition as evidenced by strong
safranin-O staining. Wimmer and colleagues [102] developed a bioreactor capable
of applying multiaxial loads and shear stress, showing better mRNA expression of
oligomeric protein and proteoglycan [103].
However, current engineered constructs still have inferior physicochemical
properties compared to endogenous AC [104]. There is room to improve, and considering
combined effects of shear stress and OHP had not yet been studied, we designed and
built a novel bioreactor that is capable of subjecting cells to these two types of forces,
either singularly or in combination, with the aim of better mimicking aspects of the
environment present in vivo during tissue development.
Design and development of a unique perfusion/pressurized bioreactor
Previous non-conventional bioreactors designed to apply mechanical stimulation
to AC cultures have a number of potential drawbacks. They typically require the cell
constructs be maintained in petri dishes, which are then transferred to the bioreactors
where mechanical forces are applied. These type of transfers can increase the risk of
bacterial contamination. Another disadvantage is that bioreactors that apply multiple
types of mechanical stimulation typically cannot be adjusted to apply each type of
mechanical stimulus in isolation, therefore making it dif icult to study the effects
of combined forces in comparison to individual forces. Moreover, to the best of our
knowledge, no bioreactor system is currently available capable of applying both
perfusion and OHP at the same time. To overcome these de iciencies, and help further
research in the ield of AC tissue engineering, we created a new bioreactor system
that incorporates the possibility of applying perfusion and OHP simultaneously.
The development of this bioreactor can be broken down into three main steps: (1)
manufacturing a pressure generator that can create levels of mechanical stimulation
similar to those found in the human body, (2) manufacturing a bioreactor device to
withstand such high pressures, and (3) automating the system.
Step 1 – Pressure generator: After considering several potential designs for a
pressure generator, we ultimately decided on the con iguration shown in igure 1. In
this design, to increase pressure load on a liquid bioreactor, and create OHP the use of
a motor along with a cam was proposed. However, fabricating a liquid tank connected
to a motor and cam from scratch is costly. Instead, to create a pressurized liquid a use
of compressed air, a master cylinder along with an air cylinder was considered. Among
various master and air cylinders tested, the inal con iguration consists of a pancake tie
rod air cylinder (McMaster-CARR, Los Angeles, CA) connected to a Chevrolet half-ton
pickup truck master cylinder (O’Reilly Auto Parts, Pullman, WA) as shown in igure 2.
Compressed air moves the rod of the air cylinder, which in turn pressurizes hydraulic
oil within the master cylinder.
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Figure 1: Initial design of the perfusion/pressurized bioreactor system.

Figure 2: Pressure generator. A pancake tie rod air cylinder (McMaster-CARR, Los Angeles, CA) is connected to a
Chevrolet half-ton pickup truck master cylinder (O’Reilly Auto Parts, Pullman, WA).

Step 2 – Bioreactor: After the pressure generator was assembled we built a
bioreactor that could withstand high levels of pressure. Two initial designs were
evaluated and ultimately rejected, as is shown in igure 3. The Membrane Bioreactor
design (Figure 3a) did not work because we could not ind a thick enough membrane
or stack of membranes that would be capable of withstanding the pressure. The
Bellows Bioreactor design (Figure 3b) allowed for a high internal pressure, but due
to the bellows slow expansion and contraction rates, this design was also discarded.
We ultimately settled on a design that we call the Double-piston Bioreactor (Figure 4).
To pressurize liquid medium within the bioreactor, pressurized hydraulic oil from the
master cylinder pushes on aluminum pistons connected by screws to polycarbonate
pistons at the top of the device. This design allows for quick increases and decreases
in pressure.
Step 3 – Automation: To create OHP, a directional-control three-way solenoid
valve (Parker, Cleveland, OH), in connection with an 8-channel USB relay card, was
used (Vellman, Fort Worth, TX). To read pressure in real-time, pressure transducers
(DJ Instrument, Billerica, MA) and an NI USB-6008 data-acquisition device (National
Instrument, Austin, TX) were incorporated. Microsoft Visual Studio, LabVIEW, and
MATLAB software packages were used to control the relay and monitor pressure. The
coding implemented in these software applications can be provided upon request.
Application of the newly developed bioreactor system in ACTE
The capability of the new perfusion/pressurized bioreactor in inducing hADSC
chondrogenesis in a scaffold-free mode is described previously [105]. The experimental
design for this experiment is summarized in igure 5. Brie ly, hADSCs isolated from the
lipoaspirate tissue of a 33-year-old female were purchased from Invitrogen-Gibco®
(Grand Island, NY) and cultured in an expansion medium (EM) containing high-glucose
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Figure 3: Two potential designs that were ultimately discarded: (a) Membrane Bioreactor, and (b) Bellows Bioreactor.

Figure 4: The final Double-piston Bioreactor design (Copyright@American Scientific Publishers [105]).

Figure 5: This diagram shows the overall experimental design. NC: negative control - base medium. PC: positive
control (PC) – chondrogenic growth factor supplemented medium. AFM: atomic force microscopy. (a) A 10 μl
droplet of expanded hADSCs at a density of 1.6×107 viable cells/ml was placed in the center of each of 15 wells in
two 24-well culture plates. (b) 5×105 hADSCs in 500 μl of EM were centrifuged in each of two microcentrifuge tube
sets at 600 g for 5 minutes, (c) 6×106 hADSCs in 2.5 ml of EM were injected into each reactor with two replicates
at each condition, NC with and without oscillating hydrostatic pressure (OHP) and PC with and without OHP. (Figs.
5a&b reformatted with permission from a previous publication Copyright@American Scientific Publishers [105]; Fig.
5c reused in rearranged form with permission from Springer Nature: Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, Cell Tissue
Res [109] © 2017).
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Dulbecco’s Modi ied Eagle medium (HG-DMEM/F12), supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO), and 5 μg/ml Gentamicin. At passage seven, 6 ‘106 hADSCs were injected into
each eight 2.5 ml, polycarbonate, 3D funnel-shaped bioreactors under sterile conditions
in a biosafety cabinet. Then, the inlet ports were plugged and the bioreactors were
mounted on a COBE SpectraTM Apheresis System (TERUMO BCT, Lakewood, CO) and
centrifuged at 500 rpm for 15 minutes. Base or chondrogenic medium supplemented
with 20 mM HEPES buffer on a daily basis was continuously pumped for one week into
the reactors. The base medium consisted of HG-DMEM/F12 supplemented with 1 mM
sodium pyruvate, 2 mM L-glutamine, 5 μg/ml Gentamicin, 1% Insulin-TransferrinSelenium, 50 μM L-proline (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA), and 1% penicillin-streptomycin
(Sigma-Aldrich). The chondrogenic medium consisted of base medium with 100 nM
dexamethasone, 50 μg/ml L-ascorbic acid (both from Sigma-Aldrich), and 10 ng/ml
TGF-β3 (PeproTech, Ward Hill, NJ). Medium low was stopped in reactors for 2 hours a
day, corresponding shut off valves closed, and cells exposed to OHP, which was repeated
over one week. After pressurization, medium pumping was re-started. The schematic
process- low diagram for the bioreactor system and the typical pressure pro ile in the
bioreactor are shown in igure 5. The bioreactor samples were compared to micromass
and pellet samples (Figure 5). For all micromass, pellet and bioreactor cultures, half the
medium was exchanged three times a week. The experiment continued for three weeks
in total. The results from this experiment were presented in three published articles
[105-107]. In brief, some of the most important indings are that:
I.

hADSCs are responsive to the combination of OHP and TGF-β3, to the extent
that Young’s moduli increased to near native values. This result is signi icantly
beyond what has been obtained from the use of either factor alone [105].

II.

OHP and TGF-β3 are important in improving hADSC chondrogenesis. The path
through which this occurs is dependent on N-cadherin expression [106].

III.

β1-integrin expression is inversely related to Young’s moduli of engineered
tissue constructs [107].

After the newly developed bioreactor system was shown to be effective for inducing
chondrogenesis in a scaffold-free mode, the next logical step was to investigate its
potency to induce chondrogenesis when cells are encapsulated in scaffold materials.
Scaffolds can provide a three-dimensional environment that closely resembles the
physiological ECM of AC tissue, and can thus be used to enhance chondrogenesis and
the engineering of AC constructs [108]. To investigate the effectiveness of the newly
developed bioreactor in the context of scaffolds, we encapsulated primary bovine
AChs in agarose hydrogels [109]. We chose bAChs as they have been widely used in
ACTE [110,111], and represent an inexpensive, accessible cell source, which avoids
challenges posed by human-derived cells which are limited in availability as they are
harvested from patient joint replacements or cadavers. Moreover, agarose was used
as the scaffold of choice because it supports growth and chondrogenic differentiation,
and reverses dedifferentiation phenomena; that is, dedifferentiated chondrocytes
(Chs) re-express the differentiated phenotype after encapsulation in agarose [112].
Furthermore, when encapsulated in agarose, bAChs maintain their phenotype and
synthesize Col II and ACAN [113,114]. As shown in previous work [109], reformatted in
igure 6 and table 1 to show GAG/Col ratios, results show signi icant increases in both
ECM markers for cells cultured in our bioreactor. The biochemical properties of bovine
articular chondrocytes encapsulated in agarose scaffolds for 21-days are compared
to cells statically cultured in agarose scaffolds in addition to static micromass and
pellet cultures. Our indings are encouraging as we found progressive synergistic
enhancements in GAG and Col secretion with a 1.6-fold increase or more with scaffold
encapsulation, 5.9-fold when adding 0.02 Pa of shear stress and a 7.6-fold increase
with simultaneous addition of 4 MPa of OHP when compared to micromass samples.
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Moreover, the ratios of GAG/Col are increasing by about two-fold when going from
simple scaffold culture to our bioreactor with perfusion and OHP. Investigations of
what genes are upregulated because of 3D culture versus those for addition of shear
and OHP will be insightful in determining the interplay of various mechanotransduction
means with biochemical pathways and differentiation mechanisms. Previously
published results also indicate shear stress and OHP induce chondrogenesis and have
chondroprotective effects as evidenced by lower mRNA expression of β1-integrin,
collagen types I and X, and better mechanical properties of the bioreactor samples
compared to culture under other conditions (Figure 7).

Figure 6: Cells within four of the eight reactors were exposed to OHP for 2 hours/day for a period of two weeks.
(a) Schematic process-flow diagram for the bioreactor system (Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature:
Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, Cell Tissue Res [109] © 2017 with bottom portion reused with permission from a
previous publication Copyright@American Scientific Publishers [105]). (b) Typical pressure profile in the bioreactor.
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Table 1: GAG and Col secretion as a function of experimental conditions.
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Developing of a centrifugal version of the new perfusion/pressurized bioreactor
To develop further the new perfusion/pressurized bioreactor created in this
research, a centrifugal approach was explored. Such a system would allow both scaffoldfree constructs and cell-scaffold constructs to be subjected to higher perfusion rates
and more intense shear stresses. This is signi icant because when low rate of medium
into the original bioreactors was increased to accomplish the same purpose, the cellscaffold constructs started to loat. Running in a centrifugal mode subjects the cells
within bioreactors to centrifugal, drag, and buoyant forces (Figures 4-7). The drag and
buoyant forces cancel the effect of the opposing centrifugal force, thereby immobilizing
the cells within the bioreactor [115] (Figure 8). This unique immobilization technique
could allow for higher cell densities [115], while simultaneously providing higher
levels of shear stress and improving the convective transport of nutrients into, and
waste out of, the AC cell cultures [116].
Because of associated potential for running the bioreactors in a centrifugal mode,
we moved toward modifying the newly developed perfusion/pressurized system to be
used as with a pressurized centrifugal bioreactor (PCBR). In previous work centrifugal
bioreactors (CBRs) have been used for monoclonal antibody production [115],
and high-density chondrocyte cultures [116]. These studies used a COBE SpectraTM
Apheresis System (TERUMO BCT, Lakewood, CO) as the base for centrifugation, and
mounted (at most) two bioreactors on the apheresis rotor. However, because we
wanted to compare pressurized vs. non-pressurized samples, and because we wanted
to have enough replications, we needed a modi ied rotor that could support up to four
bioreactors. Each of our bioreactors requires one tube for its inlet and one tube for
its outlet, so we also needed an assembly that could support 8 tubes in total. For their
proper functioning on a centrifuge, these tubes would require some kind of anti-twister
mechanism similar to that previously demonstrated by Van Wie and colleagues [117].
One solution to the tube assembly issue would be to use multi-lumen tubing with
a total of 8 lumens (one for each tube), which would help to prevent the tubes from
becoming twisted and torn while the centrifuge spins. However, because of limited
inancial resources, we could not design and develop a tube assembly using multilumen tubing. Instead, after months of trial and error, we were eventually able to
develop a tube assembly design that allowed supply and removal of medium to all
four reactors on the rotor without damage to the tubes (Figure 9). After ive days of
spinning the newly developed tube assembly no damage to the tubes was observed.
To test the centrifugal version of our bioreactor, we irst inoculated 20 million
bAChs, at a low rate of 2 ml/min, while the bioreactors were spinning for one day
at 400 RPM. However, the cell density used in this initial test was not suf icient to
overcome the Coriolis forces within the rotating bioreactors, and because of this the

Figure 8: Top view of a centrifugal bioreactor and the forces on a single cell within the bioreactor.
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Figure 9: Modified rotor with four bioreactors and modified tube assembly.

cells did not form a pellet but rather adhered to the reactor walls. We adjusted for this
in a subsequent test, by inoculating 100 million bAChs at the same low rate and RPM,
and again spinning the bioreactors for one day. This appeared to be successful, so we
continued to spin the reactors every day for two hours (one hour in the morning and
one hour in the afternoon) at the same low rate and RPM; during the rest of the time the
medium was steadily pumped at 0.1 ml/min. After a week from culture initiation, we
began to expose the cells to OHP. The medium perfusion was stopped, corresponding
inlet and outlet valves were closed, and the cells were subjected to OHP at 600 psi and 2
Hz. This was done for 4 hours per day, 5 days a week, for 2 weeks. Unfortunately, at the
end of the experiment, i.e. after 21 days of culture initiation, the cells had not secreted
suf iciently strong ECM, and we were left with constructs that had little integrity. We
speculate that the cause of this might be that the bioreactors were not spun for a long
enough period of time at the initiation of the culture. When the experiment is repeated
in the future, we recommend the bioreactors initially be spun for at least two days so
the cells have ample opportunity to form a cohesive pellet. Based on our experience, a
high cell population of at least 100 million, is required to run the system in a centrifugal
mode. Such a high cell density is not physiologically relevant in ACTE research. Thus, if
the bioreactor is run in a centrifugal mode the design should be modi ied to allow for
lower cell density likely by reducing reactor volume.
Future directions
Micromass and pellet cultures rely on diffusion of TGF-β3 into the engineered
cells, whereas our bioreactor uses OHP to assist with mass transfer to the core of
the cartilage constructs. There is a potential that the OHP approach may increase
localized concentration of TGF-β3. Theory of incompressible mixtures holds that
dynamic loading increases convection of large molecules, such as TGF-β3 and may
lead to signi icant concentration increases within the engineered tissue [118]. To test
this hypothesis, one could measure TGF-β3 concentration within free-swelling versus
bioreactor conditions, as a basis for developing theoretical models of concentration
gradients in varied construct geometries. Using these concentration gradients, a
TGF-β3 dose-response experiment with ADSCs could be performed to measure the
mechanical properties of 2-D ADSC cultures and/or 3-D hydrogel cultures in pellets of
diminishing sizes to assess the impact of mass transfer limitations. Moreover, because
our reactor chambers are made of see-through polycarbonate, a stroboscope can be
used to conduct studies with dye molecules to display whether or not large molecules
such as TGF-β3 are indeed entering into the construct at signi icant concentrations.
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The newly developed bioreactor system can be programmed to apply constant
hydrostatic pressures, OHP, differing pressures, and differing frequencies of OHP.
Furthermore, different chambers within the bioreactor system can be used side-byside to study scaffold-free cultures versus those with scaffolds made up of differing gel
compositions. As a result we now have the ability to test a large number of research
hypotheses and answer critical questions about the nature of the constructs formed as
well as underlying mechanisms governing chondrogenesis. The technology can easily
be adjusted for other applications to apply static or cyclic con ined or uncon ined
pressures. In the new design, the second piston would be a long cylinder that directly
puts pressure on cell-constructs. The strain to which cell-constructs are subjected
can be measured using a strain gauge connected to the same data acquisition system.
Having bioreactors that could subject cell-constructs to various types of mechanical
stimuli enables not only comprehensive studies comparing the effects of different
mechanical stimuli but also determination of the best combination of mechanical
stimuli to induce chondrogenesis and the optimal magnitude of these stimuli.
Current ACTE strategies cannot yet fabricate new tissue that is indistinguishable
from endogenous AC with respect to its composition, and architectural and mechanical
properties. Part of the reason is the limitations of current scaffolding techniques. As
shown in igure 10, natural AC architecture is divided into four zones. The super icial
zone, which is adjacent to the joint cavity, is characterized by lat cells and collagen
ibrils oriented parallel to the surface. The intermediate zone is characterized by
round cells and collagen ibrils randomly oriented. The deep zone is characterized by
round cells organized into distinct vertical columns where collagen ibrils are oriented
perpendicularly to the articular surface. The calci ied zone, adjacent to the subchondral
bone, is characterized by radially aligned collagen ibrils and few chondrocytes [119].
This complex architecture of AC cannot be mimicked simply by encapsulating cells in
hydrogels and/or seeding cells onto pre-formed polymeric scaffolds. Such methods do
not allow for precise cell-suspension and orientation at the targeted location [120].
Layer-by-layer bioprinting is a new technology with exciting prospects for improving
the functionality of tissue engineering scaffolds, by allowing the precise placement of
cells, biomaterials, and bioactive cues in a 3D space in a way that can better mimic
the complexities of native tissue [121]. Future studies are recommended to tackle
challenges associated with 3D bioprinting in the realm of ACTE. One important issue is
improving the design of the “bio-ink,” as current bio-inks have major limitations such
as a loss of their mechanical properties during in vitro culturing [122], or untenable
variations between different batches of bio-ink [123]. Studies to investigate the
response of 3D-printed constructs to mechanical stimuli would also be of great interest.
Our results support the view that a synergistic outlook focused on integrating all four
components of AC tissue engineering (cells, exogenous biochemical factors, bioreactors,
and scaffolds) into a cohesive method is the most effective way to obtain superior results.
Following the conclusions of the work describe here, we hypothesize that enhanced

Figure 10: Articular cartilage architecture.
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differentiation of hMSCs may be achieved by co-culturing these cells with human articular
chondrocytes (hAChs), bioprinting the cells in multilayer 3D hydrogels at varied ratios,
and subjecting them simultaneously to various mechanical and bio-active stimuli.
MSCs and AChs co-exist in vivo, and when co-cultured in vitro, both cell types interact
mutually in that signaling molecules secreted by AChs induce MSC chondrogenesis and
suppress their hypertrophy and the signaling molecules secreted by MSCs support ACh
viability and proliferation [124]. Since our system has proven effective in inducing
chondrogenesis of each cell type alone, we do not foresee any problems in utilizing the
system to study co-culture environment. MSCs derived from either adipose tissues or
bone-marrow can be co-cultured with either AChs or nasal chondrocytes in scaffoldfree mode or encapsulated in scaffolds and subjected to mechanical stimuli in our
bioreactors. We hypothesize that enhanced differentiation of MSCs may be achieved
by co-culturing these cells with chondrocytes, bioprinting the cells in multilayer 3D
hydrogels at varied ratios, and subjecting them simultaneously to various mechanical
and bio-active stimuli. Using the system described, co-cultured cells can be subjected
to OHP with varying magnitudes or with a small modi ication, the effects of different
types of mechanical stimuli on co-cultured cells can be studied. Future studies are
recommended to this hypothesis.
The application of our newly developed bioreactor system goes beyond ACTE.
For example, our perfusion bioreactor without any modi ication requirement can be
used for bone tissue engineering. In the United States alone, there are over six million
bone injuries and over one million bone grafting procedures annually. Bone tissue
engineering represents a promising approach to currently available bone grafting
procedures including autograft and allograft. Autograft procedures have detrimental
effects on the healthy donor cites and allograft procedures are associated with the risk
of immune response in recipients. Bone tissue engineering approaches involve seeding
a cell source on a scaffold and implanting a cell-seeded scaffold into the site of injury
after inducing osteogenesis. Perfusion-induced shear stress is among the induction
factors that improve osteogenic signal expression of MSCs [46,125]. Perfusion-induced
shear stress with magnitudes as little as 0.001 Pa [126], to as high as 2 Pa [127], is
shown to improve osteogenesis as evidenced by enhancement in expression of bone
sialoprotein and osteopontin in rat BMSCs [126], and increases in calcium deposition
by human osteoblasts [127]. Inasmuch as cell-scaffold constructs can be subjected
to shear stress in our perfusion bioreactor, one may use different chambers to study
osteogenesis under the in luence of differing magnitudes of shear stress. If run in a
centrifugal mode, this can be achieved by pumping medium with different low rates
to each of four bioreactors on the same rotor while experiencing the same centrifugal
force. Moreover, one can use different chambers to compare the effects of commonly
used osteoinductive factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor, or bone
morphogenic protein types 2 and 7 [128], while keeping the shear stress constant.
There is a continuing need for novel bioreactors that support high cell population
density and high volumetric productivity, while maintaining product quality, as
demanded for expansion of speci ic mammalian cells and cellular secreted products,
such as therapeutic and diagnostic mAbs, and recombinant proteins. In 2013, global
sales revenue for all monoclonal antibody products was nearly $75 billion, representing
approximately half of the total sales of all biopharmaceutical products [129]. High
cell densities of 108 cells/ml [115], and high mAb productivity of 40 μg/ml have been
achieved in an 11.4 ml bioreactor in a centrifugal mode [130]. Even though the cell
density achieved in the CBR is similar to that of HFBs and packed bed bioreactors
(PBRs), the CBR use is preferable since the typical problems associated with HFBs
and PBRs such as membrane fouling and diffusional limitations are not with “in CBRs.
With the newly developed tube assembly and housing of four bioreactors on one rotor,
the productivity would increase to 600 μg/ml. Application of CBRs can be extended to
any other areas where high cell population densities are needed. For example, CBRs
could be used to produce high concentrations of cytotoxic CD8 T-lymphocytes (CTLs)
allowing researchers to assess use in personalized cell-based therapies.
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Conclusion
Existing bioreactor systems are not yet fully capable of engineering cohesive,
organized tissue constructs with biochemical and biophysical properties similar to
native AC. Simultaneous combination of perfusion and OHP at the same time is a topic
that could not be explored with previous bioreactor designs. To respond to this need
and help advance the ield, we designed and built a new computer-controlled perfusion/
pressurized bioreactor system. Our perfusion/pressurized bioreactor is capable of
inducing chondrogenesis and opens new opportunities for researching the mechanisms
associated with AC tissue growth. It allows mechanical stimulation of the tissue cultures
to be performed without the requirement of transferring them to a separate chamber,
thus reducing the potential risk of contamination.
Using this new bioreactor system, we induced hADSC chondrogenesis and obtained
tissue constructs with a Young’s moduli close to native values. The new bioreactor
can also be used to test a wide variety of additional hypotheses in future studies. For
example, as discussed, co-culturing hADSCs with hAChs is a promising technique that
may be used in the future to engineer tissue constructs in vitro for in vivo implantation.
Future studies could employ this system for investigating the effects of perfusion and
OHP on co-culture environments.
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